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Reply to Let

eply to D. Gruber’s comment on my previous paper

First of all, I appreciate Dr. D. Gruber’s comments on our
ork [1]. He raised the issue of my description of platinum

Pt)’s poor adherence to the substrate in the electrocatalyst fab-
icated by sputter deposition method in my previous paper [1].
welcome his criticism and the opportunity it has given me to

eassess our work. I would like to reply to his comments.
The sputter deposition method has been widely used for inte-

rated circuit manufacturing, semiconductor and glass industries
or decades due to its various advantages. The principles
nd mechanisms of this method have been well explained by
. Gruber himself. However, the fabrication of the PEMFC

lectrocatalyst using the sputter deposition method differs
ubstantially from the case of semiconductor production and
lass industries. Therefore, our focus on the sputter deposition
ethod is concentrated on the PEMFC electrocatalyst fabri-

ation.
The objective of using the sputter deposition method for

EMFC electrocatalyst fabrication is not the full coverage of
he Pt deposition throughout the substrate surface or in local-
zed zones, but rather the formation of efficient and stable active
ites with low Pt loadings for good electro-chemical reaction.
n addition, the substrate of the PEMFC electrocatalyst such as
embrane or carbon cloth is very porous and its surface is geo-
etrically complex, unlike silicon wafer and class. In addition,

he PEMFC electrocatalyst is subjected to a lot of pressure due
o the stacks and the system compression.

Regarding the poor adhesion of the Pt, I referred to Saha’s
eports [2]. I partially agree with his description of the poor or
ow adhesion of the Pt to the electrocatalyst substrate. However,
cannot accept his view on the greater probability of dissolution
nd sintering of the Pt deposits, because the PEMFC working
emperature of approximately 80 ◦C is insufficient for sintering
nd dissolution.

As mentioned by Dr. Gruber, most of the energy generated
rom the sputtering device for deposition is used to release atoms
rom the target and increase the kinetic energy of the atoms for
lm deposition on the substrate. However, I think this expla-
ation is insufficient to clarify that the used energy is directly

ontributed to enhance the adherence force and that the sput-
er deposition method forms a stronger adhesion of Pt to the
ubstrate. Furthermore, unlikely wet processes such as thin film
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eposition [3] and electrodeposition [4], there are no additives
r chemical agents to help the Pt strongly stick to the substrate
n the sputter method. Therefore, in the application of the sputter
eposition method for electrocatalyst fabrication, I considered
high possibility of Pt sticking to the substrate with poor or low
dhesion force.

Dr. Gruber commented on the “strong adhesion of Pt”
eported by O’Hayre et al. [5]. However, O’Hayre et al. did
n fact comment on the possibility of low Pt adhesion using
he sputter deposition method. Their paper clearly described
hat a sputter-deposited catalyst layer must satisfy two require-

ents: strong adherence of the catalyst layer to the membrane,
n order to reduce ohmic losses, and the capability of support-
ng the high mechanical stresses produced during operation.
herefore, O’Hayre et al. conducted a qualitative adhesion

est using a variety of adhesive tapes and scratch-tips with
he thin sputtered Pt films and they claimed that Pt adhered
trongly to Nafion. However, they did not quantitatively mea-
ure the thin Pt film adherence. I consider that such a quantitative
xperiment could have provided very good information on the
dherence force of the Pt film fabricated by sputter deposition
ethod.
Based on O’Hayre’s description of the strong adherence, I

ecognized that he also worried about Pt’s low adhesion force
nd I guessed that his expression “strong adhesion” could be
xplained not by the adhesion force of Pt-sputtered film being
tronger than that achieved via other methods but rather being
ufficiently strong to allow the PEMFC to work well. The
bserved physical weakness is directly related to the adhesion
orce of Pt and the level of Pt loadings.

In conclusion, if the Pt adheres to the substrate with sufficient
trength to allow effective PEMFC operation, then the extent
f the absolute adhesion force between Pt and the substrate is
nimportant. The important point here is whether the adhesion
orce of Pt fabricated by sputter deposition is relatively stronger
han that of other methods, including wet processes. However,
ew reports and papers have clearly investigated this question.
therefore expect further studies to be conducted in order to

lucidate this matter.
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